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WOMEN’S TAKU™ WATERPROOF BIB PANT

WOMEN’S TAKU™ WATERPROOF JACKET
MODEL#  MJ1050

SIZE : S - XL

FEATURES
- 3L Marinespec™ SP on body for waterproof, breathable performance
- 4L Marinspec™ BP on forearms for increased abrasion resistance and durability
- Fully seam sealed
- Shingled neoprene wrist cuffs to prevent water ingress with Velcro adjustments
- YKK® Aquaguard® front zipper
- 2 YKK® Aquaguard® chest pockets
- Articulated elbows for increased mobility
- Seam free shoulder construction for increased durability and comfort
- Adjustable storm hood with tonal reflective strip
- Adjustable hem draw cord
- Fleece lined hand warmer pockets
- Internal storage pouch
- Engine cut off loop on internal hem
- Reflective logos
- Regular fit / Centre back length size medium: 28.5”
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MODEL# MP1050

SIZE: S - XL

FEATURES
- 3L Marinespec™ SP for waterproof, breathable performance
- Cordura® reinforced seat and knees for increased abrasion resistance
- Adjustable shoulder straps for tailored fit
- YKK® Aquaguard® side zipper for easy donning/doffing and relief
- YKK® Aquaguard® chest pocket keeps items secure and safe
- Fleece lined kangaroo hand pockets for comfort on cool days 
- Articulated knees for increased mobility
- Pockets at knees so you can add knee pads (MA8008)
- 2 front d-rings for small gear attachments
- Velcro adjustable ankle cuffs
- Reflective logos
- Regular fit / Inseam size medium: 31.5”
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WOMEN’S TAKU
Hold onto your wet-weather gear - this one’s going to make the dudes jealous.  The women’s Taku™ jack-
et and bib pant offer a premium top to bottom waterproof-breathable protection so you won’t have to 
shy away from those long days on the water.  Stay dry, stay comfy, and stay out there.

Built from the bottom up, and completely engineered for your form, the Women’s 
Taku™ Jacket has been patterned and cut specifically for women, with extra 
features to amp up its functionality. 3-layer Marinespec™ SP in the body offers 
breathable waterproof performance, with forearms and wrists decked out 
with burlier 4-layer Marinespec™ BP (aka Bomb Proof) for increased abrasion 
resistance and durability. Adjustable neoprene wrist cuffs prevent water from 
trickling down your arm - even when repeatedly reaching into the water. Tested 
by some of the toughest female anglers in the biz - and coveted by their deck 
mates.

Reimagined and developed specifically for the women on the water wanting 
a jacket and bib duo that works for their unique needs, the Women’s Taku™ 
Waterproof Bib Pant completes the set. Thoughtfully placed side entry zipper 
opens completely and allows you to answer when nature calls. Chest pocket 
zips to keeps water out and hide a myriad of connection loops to help you stay 
organized. Keep water out without compromising breathability with 3-layer 
Marinespec™ SP top to bottom. 



WOMEN’S TORRENS™ HOODED THERMAL JACKETS

MEN’S TORRENS™ HOODED THERMAL JACKET
MODEL# MJ2522

SIZE: S - XXL

FEATURES
- DWR (durable water repellant) finish can handle light rain and spray
- Body mapped Polartec® Alpha® insulation dries quickly and keeps you warm     
   even when wet
- Lightweight gridded fleece in underarms increase breathability
- Insulated hood with gaiter to reduce wind penetration
- Two front hand pockets plus interior chest pocket keeps valuables secure 
- Elasticized hem keeps wind out while reducing weight
- Hydrophobic under cuffs reduce water absorbtion
- Engine cut off loop on internal hem
- Regular fit
- Centre back length size large: 29.75”
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MODEL#  MJ2552

SIZE: S -XL

FEATURES
- Body mapped Polartec® Alpha® insulation dries quickly and keeps 
   you warm even when wet
- Lightweight checkered fleece in underarms increase breathability
- Insulated hood with stretch webbing to reduce wind penetration
- DWR (durable water repellant) finish can handle light rain and spray
- Two front hand pockets plus interior chest pocket keeps 
   valuables secure
- Elasticized hem keeps wind out while reducing weight
- Hydrophobic under cuffs reduce water ingress
- Engine cut off loop on internal hem
- Regular fit
- Centre back length medium: 26.375”

TORRENS™ HOODED THERMAL JACKETS
Step up your mid layer game by adding an extra hood to your already well-layered marine lifestyle. Our 
Torrens™ Hooded Thermal Jackets are built to perform in marine environments with proven Polartec® 
Alpha® insulation.
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The women’s Torrens™ Hooded Thermal Jacket offers all the elements 
(and cut) of the Women’s Torrens™ you love - this time adding a 
hood without adding extra weight. Intentionally built with synthetic 
elements that make keeping warm and dry in a marine environment a 
reality; like body-mapped Polartec® Alpha® insulation offering warmth, 
even when wet. Lightweight gridded fleece underarms enhance 
mobility and support thermoregulation. Another ingredient to the 
nearly weightless Torrens™ are the strategically placed gaiters that 
keep wind from blowing through the hood or up the hemline.

Putting the last touch on an otherwise already-stellar mid layer, the Hooded 
Torrens™ helps you transition seasons—and rapidly changing weather—with 
the flip of a hood. Intentionally built with synthetic elements that make keeping 
warm and dry in a marine environment a reality; like body-mapped Polartec® 
Alpha® insulation offering warmth, even when wet. Lightweight gridded fleece 
underarms enhance mobility and support thermoregulation. Another ingredient 
to the nearly weightless Torrens™ are the strategically placed gaiters that keep 
wind from blowing through the hood or up the hemline.



WOMEN’S KAZAN DRY SUIT LINER

MEN’S KAZAN DRY SUIT LINER
MODEL# MSL500 SIZE: S – XXL

MODEL# MSL550 SIZE: S – XL

FEATURES
- Body mapped polyester gridded fleece for optimal thermoregulation
- Hydrophobic wrist and ankle cuffs are quick drying and reduce water absorption
- Drop seat feature provides quick and easy access for relief 
- Front Fly for convenience
- Half zip provides quick ventilation and eases donning/doffing
- Low collar prevents interference with dry suit seals allowing for water tight seal     and 
reducing pinch points
- Flat locked seams provide next to skin comfort and prevent chaffing
- When liner is paired with our dry suits, provides strong thermal system for in     water 
performance and warmth
- Underarm and crotch gussets for greater mobility
- Bluesign® certified fabric
- Next to skin fit

DETAILS
- Main body: 93% Polyester 7% Spandex Gridded Fleece, 247gsm
- Upper back, under arms: 93% Polyester 7% Spandex Gridded Fleece, 170gsm
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FEATURES
- Body mapped polyester gridded fleece for optimal thermoregulation
- Hydrophobic wrist and ankle cuffs are quick drying and reduce water 
absorption
- Drop seat feature provides quick and easy access for relief 
- Half zip provides quick ventilation and eases donning/doffing
- Low collar prevents interference with dry suit seals allowing for water   
   tight seal and reducing pinch points
- Flat locked seams provide next to skin comfort and prevent chaffing
- When liner is paired with our dry suits, provides strong thermal system  
   for in water performance and warmth
- Underarm and crotch gussets for greater mobility
- Bluesign® certified fabric
- Next to skin fit

DETAILS
- Main body: 93% Polyester 7% Spandex Gridded Fleece, 247gsm
- Upper back, under arms: 93% Polyester 7% Spandex Gridded Fleece, 170gsm

KAZAN DRY SUIT LINERS
A base layer in a league of its own. Creating a new level of comfort for marine adventurers using dry suits 
as part of their all-weather gear, the Kazan Dry Suit Liner takes the awkward need to adjust a 2-piece 
base layer set and tosses it overboard. 

Thoughtfully built to compliment the design of our dry suits, it offers incredible comfort and 
ease of access where and when it matters - making your cooler days on the water a breeze. 
One-piece base layer made of Bluesign® certified fabric offers body-mapped gridded fleece 
that eradicates the 2-piece adjustment dance when your dry suit is donned. Hydrophobic cuffs 
at wrists and ankles strategically placed to not soak up any stray water droplets, keeping you 
warm and comfortable all day. With a fully functioning fly and drop seat for when nature calls, 
it is all so seamless you can hardly tell it’s there. When paired with Mustang Survival dry suits, 
the liner provides a strong thermal system for in-water performance and warmth.

The women’s Kazan Dry Suit Liner eliminates the annoyance of 2-piece systems, while 
elevating comfort and functionality. One-piece base layer made of Bluesign® certified fabric 
offers body-mapped gridded  fleece that eradicates the 2-piece adjustment dance when 
your dry suit is donned. Hydrophobic cuffs at wrists and ankles strategically placed to not 
soak up any stray water droplets, keeping you warm and comfortable all day. Drop seat for 
when nature calls is so seamless you can hardly tell it’s there. When paired with Mustang 
Survival dry suits, the liner provides a strong thermal system for in-water performance and 
warmth.



BEANIE
MODEL#  MA0106

SIZE: O/S

FEATURES
- 100% Acrylic
- Woven label patch
- Machine Wash and Dry in low heat or hang dry
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Whether you’re in for a frigid season ahead or simply a glutton for coziness,      
the Mustang Survival Beanie lets you keep your water life pride front and center 
year-round. 
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